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Density functional theory calculations are performed to study the structural, electronic and
magnetic properties of hexagonal NiAs type and cubic zinc blende type MnSb structure and
interface of zinc blende MnSb with GaSb(001). We used generalized gradiant approximation to calculate the exchange-correlation term in bulk and interface determination. The
zinc blende structure of MnSb is found to be ferromagnetic half-metal with a total moment
of 4 µB per formula unit. Results show that the half-metallicity character is preserved at
MnSb/GaSb(001) interface. The magnetic moment of Mn atom in interface is reduced and
the magnetic moment of the interface Sb atom is equal to the average of the corresponding
bulk values in two sides of the interface. The band alignment properties are also computed
and a rather large minority valance band offset of about 1.25 eV is obtained in this heterojunction.
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polarized current in GaAs [6]. On the other hand, existing magnetic semiconductors have a very low Curie temperature TC . Other known half-metallic materials have
been found such as CrO2 and La0.7 Sr0.3 MnO3 [7], which
have practically 100% spin polarization at Fermi level
at low temperature [8], but they also have low TC too.
Finally the half-metallic Heusler alloys such as NiMnSb
[5, 9] are presented at TC far above the room temperature, but their surface has not half-mettalic property
[10]. It is difficult to control the stoichiometry of these
surfaces experimentally [11]. However, it is highly desirable to explore new half-metallic ferromagnetic materials which are compatible with important III–V and
II–VI semiconductors. For this purpose, a new class of
half-metallic binary alloys with zincblende (ZB) structure was proposed. These materials are increasingly
attracting attentions because of rather high TC , large
magnetic moment and good compatibility with conventional ZB semiconductors. These materials usually
crystallize in NiAs type structure but first principles
studies show that in the metastable ZB structure, they
are FM half-metals. In order to stabilize ZB structure,
thin films of these alloys have been grown on conventional ZB semiconductors. In this way, ZB phases of
MnAs [12], CrAs [13, 14], CrSb [15], and CrTe [16, 17]
have been successfully fabricated as nano dots, ultra
thin film, and ultra thin layers in multi layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of giant magneto resistance
(GMR) by Fert et al. [1] and Grünberg et al. [2] in
1988, a new field in condensed matter, the magneto- or
spinelectronics, have been evolved steadily. Because of
the spin-dependent conductivity in these materials using ferromagnetic (FM) contacts as spin sources could
be considered as a promising approach for this purpose. However Schmith et al. and Zhu et al. noticed that due to the conductivity mismatch at the FM
metal/semiconductor interface, the measured spin polarization of the injected current would be very small
[3, 4]. Half-metallic ferromagnets have been proposed
as a possible solution for this serious obstacle and they
could be considered as potential candidates for efficient
spin injection into semiconductors [5]. The FM materials exhibit a metallic density of state (DOS) in one spin
channel (usually majority spin) while there is a band
gap around the Fermi level in the other spin channel,
leading to 100% Fermi level spin polarization.
The most successful attempts have been done concerning the injection of spin-current from a dilute magnetic semiconductor such as GaMnAs, in which Mn
atoms have substituted Ga atoms. Onhno et al. have
used such contacts to inject spin-polarized electrons and
holes into GaAs and obtained an efficiency of 90% spin-

Later Pasket et al. theoretically predicted that the
ZB MnSb phase is a robust half-metallic ferromagnrtic
with a magnetic moment of 4.00 µB per unit formula
[18]. A practical approach for stabilizing the MnSb
compound in metastable ZB structure is the pseudo-
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morphic growth of MnSb thin films on ZB semiconductors. The calculated lattice parameter of ZB MnSb
is about 6.0 Å [19, 20], which has a negligible difference with the experimental lattice parameter of GaSb
(6.1 Å). Recently the MnSb film layer has been grown
under a semiconductor substrate such as InP and Si
[21, 22]. Therefore ZB MnSb might be grown on ZB
semiconductors such as GaSb. For practical purpose
it is important to define whether or not the HM materials preserve the half-metallicity at thier interfaces.
In this work, we have theoretically investigated the HM
behaviors on the MnSb bulk and also MnSb/GaSb(001)
interface by density functional-full potential computations.
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TABLE I The structural properties of FM state of MnSb in
the NiAs and ZB type structure within GGA, lattice constant a in Bohr, axial ratio c/a, equilibrium volume V0 in
Bohr3 , magnetic moment M in µB , bulk module B in GPa,
elastic constant parameters Cij in GPa, cohesive energy EC
in Rydberg.
Structure
NiAs

ZB

a c/a
V0
M
B
EC
Ref.
7.69 1.39 549.62 3.74 59.35 −0.87
7.84 1.40 585.10 3.83 44.90
[18]
7.76 1.51 612.19
0.00 [19]
11.69
399.72 4.00 38.19 −0.80
11.68
398.60 4.00
[18]
11.65
395.89 4.00
[19]

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

We used the FPLAPW+lo method implemented
in the Wien2K package [23] within the spinpolarized density-functional theory (DFT), in which the
exchange-correlation energy of electrons is described
in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [24].
Relativistic effects are taken into account within the
scalar approximation, neglecting the spin-orbit coupling. Basis functions, charge density, and potential are
expanded inside muffin-tin spheres in combination with
spherical harmonic functions with a cut-off lmax =10.
Moreover, we used a parameter RMT Kmax =8 in order to
determine the matrix size, where Kmax is the plane wave
cut-off and RMT is the smallest of all atomic sphere
radii. For all atoms, RMT was chosen as 2.2 a.u. In all
our calculations we used a 8×8×1 mesh points for Kpoints in the Brillouin zone. The self-consistent calculations will be converged when
Z the integrated charge difference per formula unit,
|ρn − ρn−1 | dr, is less than
10−5 .

III. STRUCTURAL, ELECTRONIC, AND MAGNETIC
PROPERTIES
A. Structural properties of bulk MnSb

The ground state structure of MnSb is a NiAs
type structure with lattice constants a=7.84 Bohr and
c=10.47 Bohr [18]. The lattice constant in ZB structure
is also reported to be about 11.68 Bohr [19].
The structural properties of the NiAs and ZB type
structure has also been calculated and listed in Table I.
We use the FP method to calculate total energy of the
NiAs and ZB structures at different volumes. By fitting the Murnaghan equation of states to obtain total
energy-volume curves (Fig.1), it can be seen that with
no compression or expansion, the NiAs structure is more
stable than ZB structure. There is a phase transition
from NiAs to ZB structure by −7.85 GPa pressure.
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/02/155-161

FIG. 1 Total energy versus volume MnSb in ZB and NiAs
structure.

It can be concluded from these results that the obtained lattice constants and bulk modules by GGA
methods are in good agreement with the other pervious
works. Also, we have calculated the elastic constant for
the ZB and NiAs type structure, cohesive energy and
magnetic moment. Also, our calculated cohesive energy
shows that the NiAs type structure is more stable than
ZB type structure.
By using FP calculations the total magnetic moment
in the ZB MnSb is 4.00 µB . This could be a signal for
half-metallicity property of the ZB MnSb within GGA,
in agreement with pervious calculations [19, 20]. In a
FM half-metal, due to the presence of a gap at Fermi
level of the minority states, there is no partially occupied minority state, leading to an integer number of
spin down electrons in the system. Consequently the
spin magnetic moment is also an integer number in a
half-metal. This leads to a simple “rule of 8” [25]:
Mtot = Ztot − 8

(1)

where 8 electrons contribute to bonding p-d bands and
Ztot is the total number of valance electrons. MnSb has
12 valance electrons in formula unit and so the total
magnetic moment Mtot according to Eq.(1) should be
4 µB .
Following the method discussed in detail in Refs.[26,
27], we calculated the elastic constant C11 −C12 and C44
c
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parameters from the
strain tensor:

δ
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0
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Application of this strain changes the total energy
from its unstrained value to:
¡ ¢
E (δ) = E (−δ) = E (0) + (C11 − C12 ) V δ 2 + O δ 4 (3)
where E0 is the energy of the unstrained lattice, V is the
unit cell volume and δ is the strain parameter. O(δ 4 )
means ignoring the power higher than 4. For the elastic modulus C44 , we used the volume-conserving monoclinic strain tensor
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which changes the total energy to:
¡ ¢
1
E (δ) = E (−δ) = E (0) + C44 V δ 2 + O δ 4
2

(5)

For an isotropic cubic, the bulk modulus is given by:
B=

1
(C11 + 2C12 )
3

(6)

The values of C11 , C12 , and C44 are calculated for ZB
MnSb as 45.60, 31.37, and 29.48 GPa, respectively. It
is also shown that (C11 − C22 )Â0 could be a signal for
elastic stability of ZB MnSb. To our knowledge the
elastic constants of ZB structure for MnSb have not yet
been measured or calculated.
B. Interface properties of MnSb/GaSb(001)
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has a few mismatch with GGA lattice parameter of ZB
MnSb.
This lattice mismatch induces a low biaxial strain in
the deposited MnSb thin films on GaSb(001) substrate.
In order to understand the influence of this biaxial
strain on the electronic properties of MnSb thin films,
we studied the isotropically compressed and tetragonally distorted ZB structure of bulk MnSb. The former
structure is a ZB lattice at theoretical lattice parameter of GaSb while the latter is a tetragonal structure
in which the in-plane lattice parameters are set to be
GaSb lattice constants. The vertical lattice parameter
is also relaxed to minimum total energy. We have optimized the interfacial distance parameter (the spacing
between substrate and film) by testing different values
of these parameters. We have also let atoms move along
[001] to minimize the total energy and the force acting
on atoms simultaneously.
For MnSb/GaSb(001) interface calculations, we applied slab supercells consisting of 8 atomic monolayers
for both GaSb (substrate) and MnSb (film), stacked
along (001) direction. The investigated junctions for
MnSb/GaSb(001) is . . ./Ga/Sb/Mn/. . .. The in-plane
lattice parameters are set equal to GaSb lattice parameters (11.74 Bohr). All structural parameters of the interface supercell, including interlayer and interface distances and atomic positions were accurately relaxed and
optimized. Here we give several interlayer distances in
the relaxed Sb terminated GaSb/MnSb(001) interface
diSb−X , the index i measures from both sides the distance from the interface, i=0 indicates the distance between the interface Sb and subinterface Mn or Ga layers. d2Ga−Sb , d1Ga−Sb , d0Ga−Sb , d0Mn−Sb , d1Mn−Sb , d2Mn−Sb ,
is 2.89, 2.92, 2.96, 2.84, 2.85, 2.88 Å, respectively. The
bulk
bulk values of dbulk
Ga−Sb and dMn−Sb are 2.90 and 2.88 Å,
which indicates that Ga-Sb interlayer distance at the interface is slightly increased compared to the bulk value
while the interface Sb-Mn interlayer distance will be
decreased. On the other hand, the interface Mn atom
is slightly displased toward neighbouring Mn atom, indicating further tendency of Mn atom (compared with
Ga) to make bond with Sb atom.

1. Structural properties of MnSb/GaSb(001) interface
2. Electronic properties of MnSb/GaSb(001)

A practical approach for stabilizing MnSb compound
in the metastable ZB structure is the pseudomorphic
growth of MnSb thin film on a ZB semiconductor. In
this regard, GaSb semiconductor with ZB stable structure is a promising candidate due to its close lattice
matching to ZB MnSb. The experimental lattice constant of GaSb, 11.74 Bohr, is close to the theoretical
lattice parameter of ZB MnSb, 11.69 Bohr within GGA.
Moreover, the presence of the Sb element at both sides
of the MnSb/GaSb(001) interface enhances the possibility of a successful pseudomorphic epitaxial growth of
this heterostructure. We adopted the GGA theoretical value (11.69 Bohr) for interface calculations, which
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/02/155-161

To investigate the electronic structure of MnSb/
GaSb(001) interface, the atomic partial DOS of several
layers were calculated.
The total DOS of MnSb/GaSb(001) is shown in
Fig.2(a). It can be seen from this figure that the halfmetallic property is preserved. We also conclude from
Fig.2(a) that the 100% spin polarization exists at Fermi
level. Figure 2(b) shows that the Ga atoms in subinterface layer will have the half-metallic property with
the energy gap at spin down. In Fig.2(c) it is shown that
the Ga atoms in central layers have a bulk like nonmagnetic DOS with a clear band gap at Fermi level. Also in
c
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FIG. 2 The spin polarized atomic DOS at various layers of the MnSb/GaSb(001) interface supercell.

Fig.2 (d), (e), and (f) we see the half-metallic property
in the Sb layers at central substrate (GaSb), central film
(MnSb) and the interface. As it can be seen from Fig.2
(d), (e), and (f), the magnitude of DOS is reduced at
the Fermi level in comparison to bulk states. In addition
the states of electrons at interface shifted to the Fermi
level. Figure 2 (g) and (h) indicate the half-metallic
property of Mn atoms at both top-interface layer and
central MnSb film.
By approaching the interface the nonmagnetic partial
DOS at GaSb substrate continuously change toward the
ferromagnetic half-metallic behaviour in MnSb film in
such a way that the interface Sb atom exhibits a moderate exchange splitting. The Sb atoms at interface layer
connect the nonmagnetic Ga slab to the ferromagnetic
Mn layers. The p-d hybridization between Sb and Mn at
interface enhances the exchange interactions in the interface Sb while the s-p hybridization between interface
Sb and Ga substrate weakens the exchange interaction.
Therefore the interface Sb atoms have a medium beDOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/02/155-161

havior between Sb atoms in the bulk MnSb and GaSb.
It is also seen that the partial DOS of the interface Sb
and Mn are more broadened than the central Sb and
Mn partial DOS, which could be a signal for stronger
Mn-Sb interaction at interface. Another conclusion to
be drawn is that the DOS in both majority and minority channels are shifted away from the Fermi level in
comparison with the bulk Mn like states. This is due to
the potential difference between the semiconductor and
half-metal sides of the interface.
The band structure of MnSb/GaSb(001) is shown in
Fig.3. The bands around −10 eV are mainly due to
the semi-core Sb s states being well separated from the
valance bands. It can also be seen that there is a direct
energy gap in Γ direction. The broadening of bands for
up spin is more than the broadening of bands for down
spin. In Fig.3(a) the bands in the region from −4 eV
to −2 eV belong to Mn d orbital whereas the Fermi
surface bands belong to Sb p. In the Fig.3(b) the Mn
d bands in down spin are shifted to 1 eV region and Sb
c
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FIG. 3 The majority (a) and minority (b) electronic band structure of MnSb/GaSb(001) interface. The Fermi energy is set
to zero.

increases. The origin of this behavior is the hybridization of the ferromagnetic MnSb layers with nonmagnetic GaSb layers at the interface.

4. Band alignment

FIG. 4 The local atomic magnetic moments plotted as a
function of layer distance to the interface. The interface Sb
layer is shown by dotted line.

p bands are localized in the region of from −4 eV to
−2 eV.

3. Magnetic properties of MnSb/GaSb(001) interface

In Fig.4, we have plotted the magnetic moments of
different atomic species in the MnSb/GaSb(001) junction as a function of distance from the interface. It is
important to note that, sufficiently far from the junction, the bulk magnetic moments are recovered. The
bulk values for Mn and Sb atoms in the strained MnSb
compound are 3.89 and −0.14 µB while GaSb is a nonmagnetic semiconductor with zero atomic magnetic moment. The magnetic moment of the interface Sb atom
is equal to the average of the corresponding bulk values
in two sides of the interface, consistent with the intermediate character of interface Sb atom observed in the
DOS plots. By approaching the interface, the magnetic
moment of Mn decreases while that of Ga atom slightly
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/02/155-161

The spin resolved band alignment parameters are
technologically relevant quantities in the electronic
transport properties of layered devices. In general a
half-metal/semiconductor heterojunction for the majority spin resembles a metal/semiconductor contact with
a p- or n-type Schottky barrier (Φp , Φn ) while in the
minority channel this interface acts as a semiconductor/semiconductor heterojunction and the band discontinuities are defined as the valence and conduction band
offsets (VBO, CBO). Φp and Φn are defined as the
difference between semiconductor valence band maximum, VBM, (conduction band minimum, CBM) and
metal Fermi level while VBO (CBO) is the difference
between minority half-metal VBM (CBM), and semiconductor VBM (CBM). In order to calculate the band
alignment parameters we follow the established “bulk
plus line up” procedure in which the bulk band structures are combined with a potential line up parameter
obtained from interface slab calculation. The potential line up at GaSb/MnSb(001) heterojunction is determined by comparing the electronic structure of the core
electrons in the bulk and interface central layers. The
1s core electrons are selected for this purpose as they
are well shifted from the interface effects. The potential
line up parameter is defined as: ∆Esbulk −∆Esslab , where
∆Esbulk and ∆Esslab are the energy difference of Mn1s
and Ga1s core electrons in the bulk compounds and slab
central layers, respectively. In this sence a potential line
up of about 0.16 eV was obtained for the Sb terminated
GaSb/MnSb(001) interface. By applying this potential line up, we aligned and matched separately calculated bulk band structure of MnSb with GaSb to determine the band diagram of GaSb/MnSb(001) heterojunction, presented in Fig.5. The well-known deficiency
c
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TABLE II The majority Schottky barrier (eV) and minority
band offsets (eV) at MnSb/GaSb(001) heterojunction. Our
results are compared with the band alignment parameters
of some other half-metal/semiconductor heterojunction.
Heterojunction
MnSb/GaSb (this work)
CrSe/ZnSe [28]
VAs/GaAs [29]
Co2 MnSi/GaAs [30]
Co2 Cr0.5 Fe0.5 Al/GaAs [31]

FIG. 5 The schematic electrostatic potential and band diagram at MnSb/GaSb(001) heterojunction. The MnSb Fermi
energy is set to zero.

LDA/GGA studies in determination of the semiconductor band gaps induce substantial error in the position of
GaSb CBM. Hence, in order to solve this problem and
obtain reliable band alignment parameters, we shifted
up the GaSb CBM to recover the experimental band
gap value (0.726 eV).
The obtained band alignment parameters in
MnSb/GaSb(001) interface are listed in Table II in
order to compare with pervious reported data for other
interfaces. The contribution of minority electrons of
binary ZB half-metals in injected currents could lead
to more efficient spin injection into semiconductors.
As it can be seen from the Fig.5, the Fermi level of
MnSb lay below the CBM of GaSb semiconductor.
This indicates that Schottky barrier can be formed
for n-GaSb and a reverse bias should be applied in
order to allow majority spin to tunnelling into GaSb
semiconductor. Figure 5 also shows that the CBM
of minority spin in the MnSb lies at about 0.27 eV
above the CBM of GaSb and so the majority spin
electrons can be directly injected to n-GaSb. In other
word the probability of electrons being flipped to the
CBs of minority spin under the applied reverse bias
are decreased. This could be a signal for possibility of
highly efficient spin injection.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, density functional-full potential computations were employed to investigate the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of bulk MnSb
phases and MnSb/GaSb(001) interfaces. We concluded that NiAs structure is more stable than ZB
structure in equilibrium volume and it is clearly seen
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/24/02/155-161

Φn
1.24
1.84
1.19
1.20
2.20

Φp
0.51
0.88
0.23
0.18
–0.78

VBO
1.25
1.94
1.03
0.03
0.32

CBO
0.47
1.28
0.93
0.50
1.39

that the NiAs structure is less compressible than
the other compounds.
It was also seen that at
MnSb/GaSb(001) interface, the electronic and magnetic properties of atomic layers changed coherently
from nonmagnetic semiconductor substrate to ferromagnetic half-metallic film. Results of our calculations
indicates that MnSb retain Half-metallic behavior at
MnSb/GaSb(001) interface. The DOS of Sb interface
atoms in MnSb/GaSb(001) heterojunction shows an intermediate behavior in comparison with central atoms
of film and substrate. The calculated band alignment
at MnSb/GaSb(001) heterojunction shows the possibility of directly injecting majority of being flipped to the
CBs of the minority spin of MnSb. Finally it was found
that the MnSb/GaSb(001) heterojunction has a substantially higher minority valence band offset compared
with Husler based heterojunction .
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